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PSTHACT
The root aotlvlty of Nafcyetengu. a local •" 
oulltivar belonarln* to the codeine tvpe of bananas, 
was studied uslnu? radioactive phosphorous (p-3?). 
The study was conducted at the University *arm 
at Kabanyolo, on a olavev, hi<?hlv weathered 
and leached well drained ferrallltio soil typical 
of the major banana ^rowlns; region In Uganda.
The study consisted of two experiments, one In 
a typical dry season and the other In a typical wet 
season.

The P-32 was Injected Into t*>« soil at four 
different depths (0, 15* 30 and 60oro) below the 
soli Surface and at four different distances
(40, 30, 120 and 160cm) from the pseudostem of 

the plant. The banana plants used as experimental/
units were in the late vegetative phase, 7-9 
months old. The radioactivity of the leaf samples 
from the third fully opened leaf of each treated 

plant was used to assess the amount of P-32 taken 

up by the plant from the treatment zone over a 

period of U0 days.

In the dry season, highest uptake of P-32 

was recorded at the soil surface near the plant



(▼1 1)
(̂ Ocm. distance) but further away fro« the.
hlwheet uptake of P-32 wee obtained rrnr* denioer 
pleeerrnts o* l5-!?. To the wet *e««n«, fcowe^en, 
noet of the P-32 uptake wee In the tort i»r*rn o* 
the soil, (0 an<l 15«». depth) espeoislly 
further ewer from the pleat. The uptake of P-^2 
in the wet seeeon was wuoh higher than thet in 
the dry season, and. In both experiments, there 

was little uptake of P-32 from the 60om. depth.

_
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The henena plant belongs to the ^«nn* Mus»«
The edible hensnaa originated f p w  »n«» «er»"ln->*-e 

and Musa BAlMslana which ere hoth members of 
tha Euruaa section of the crenus Musa. The plant 
la ballevad to hare originated from South '’“sat Aala. 
In Seat Africa, tha banana waa flrat recorded at 

Mombasa around 1300 A.D. and it way h*wa coma from 

JaTfl Tie Madagascar. AlternatlTely, It la thoivrht 

that the Arabs Introduced It to the Molr Tend end 

»wTPt fron where It. screed to equatorial A*rle« "la 
tha Nile Talley* In Buganda, where this crop 1« the 
staple food, it 1« traditionally t'alle"** to heve 
been brought by tha legendary ancestor of the 

Peaanda people, Klntu, from Mount Tieon. "eons ea 
far aa tha Bagenda paople Know, the banana was hare 

with the formation of the Kingdom of Buganda.

Bananas In Uganda are classified on the basis 

of how the fruit of the plant Is used* There are 

four main categories (luganda names In brackets) 1

1



(a) Cooking bananas (Watoke).

The fruits from these plants are harvested 

when they are mature, hut before they begin to 

rlnen. Then they are bollefl or steamed 

mashed before being, eaten.

(b) Coasting banana (Sonja).

The fruit from these may b« harvested before 

they are ripe or o^ter ripening, but they ere 
normally roasted before being eaten.

(c) Beer bananas (Kbldde and Klsubl).

These are not normally eaten unless there 

Is a famine. The fruit Is normally borvested 

when mature and then kept In a warm olaee until 

ripe. The juice is then pquee7»d out <*nd beer 

made by fermenting this juice with sorghum.

(d) *5weet Bananas (Sukall Ifdlrl, Bogoya).

The fruit from these plant** b*ve a higher 

sugar content than those of the other variation. 

They are eaten raw when they are ripe.

There are a number of oultirars In each 

of the categories listed above, especially in

- 2 -
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the cooking category, but the exact numbdr of 

cultlxare In East Africa has not been established. 

Shepherd (1957) pointed out that there ere probably 

not wore than 55 oultlvars In East Afrloa, but 

these are represented by over 700 local names.

Slnmonds (1957) noted that Uganda was the 

world’s biggest producer of bananas for local 

consumption. In the most recent Uganda Agricultural 

Census, (1965/67) It was reported that the total 

area of the country dewot*d to bananas was 

1,1**7,000 acres, second only to cotton. Tt was 

also reported that the percentage of holders who 

grew the crop In the country was 73.2. This was 

the highest percentage for all crops. This Is 

due to the fact that the crop Is the staple 

food In a number of districts In Uganda, especially 

those In the fertile crescent of Te>e victoria 

(the elephant grass sons). This Includes East 

and West Fengo, uusogo, Puglsu, Ankole, Toro 

and Punyoro. The crop Is now spreading further 
north Into Teso, Lango, Acholl and West tflle.
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The above census showed that the percentage 

(acreage In brackets) of holders who grew bananas 

was 92% (552.000A) In Buganda, 82* (418.000A) In 

the West Region. 7**% (188,000a ) In the Eastern 

region and 27% (19.000A) In the Northern region.

The bananas are normally grown on small 

holdings near the homestead of the owner who 

normally has a plantation of cooking bananas with 

a few roasting bananas and then the sweet and 

beer-making bananas on the outside of the 

plantation to shield the more Important food crop 

from wind and cattle damage. Slnoe the banana 

plant le fairly resistant to seasonal changes, 

weeds, pests, and diseases, the small holder has 

taken the crop for granted since the Introduction 

of cash crops. It has, however, been found that 

the banana plants make a very big demand on soil 

fertility (Rimington 196*0. The small holder 

used to overoome this by planting only on fertile 

land and when fertility was exhausted, he would 

look for some new ground. This practice is
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becoming Increasingly w o w  dlffloult to followe«1
as the labour to land ratio Increases.

In the agricultural oeneus mentioned above, 

the average yield for the oooklng type of bananas 

In West and East Hengo districts was estimated to 

be between 3 and U tons/eore/year. In other 

areas (eg, Honduras) where the Ananas are grown 
commercially, yields are very high at around 20 

tons/aore. When It Is borne In mind that the 
bunohes In these areas are harvested when only 
a half to three-quarters full, then this figure 
In Uganda would be JO to *K> tons/aore (Parish 
1969). This Indicates the potential yield of the 
bananas and that If farmers In Uganda can improve 
their agronomic practices, more bananas could be 
produced on less land.

Before recommendations onn be made to the 
farmers to Improve agronomic practices, research 
has to be done to find out the exact reculregents

of the banana nlants In Vast Africa. The depart
ment of aoll science an* agricultural 
chemlsty «t Wakerere University, Kernels, In

\



oonjuotlon with the research stations of the 

Governments of Uganda and Tanzania, have estab

lished nanurlal trials at five different eltea 

distributed throughout the major banana growing 

region. At the University farm, Kabanyolo, a 

nanurlal trial has been established using a 

dwarf variety of banana, Nakyetengu. From the 

results of the manurlal trials, the response to 

essential nutrients for the bananas will be 

established but, fertilizers are expensive and 

for their eoonomlo use, they must be well plaoed 

In the soil. The root systems of plants are 

essential organs by which nutrients and water 

are absorbed, A Knowledge of the distribution of 

active plant roots In the soil Is therefore an 

essential pre-requlslte to the rational use of 

fertilizers.

The Investigations In the rooting habits of 

plants were previously done bv direct visual 

observations of the root systems (excavation, root 

washing or root observatorv methods) or by field 

experiments. The former method besides being

- 6 -



laborlou* If a number of reel 1 nates uro tp be 

used, only provides a picture of the root 

distribution without distinguishing between 

active and non-actlve roots. In the latter 

method, the efficiency of fertilizer placement 

methods was assessed by means of yield or growth 

measurements data or the chemical composition of 

plant materials. This method requires a lot of 

land and takes a very long time especially for 

perennial crops. With the development of radiotra

cer techniques, the activity of plant roots can be 

investigated In situ with very little soli distur

bance and in a very short time.

The International Atomic Fnerrv Avenom 

(I.A.E.A.) In oonjuotlon with the Pood and Agri

culture Organisation (F.A.O.) have established 

a series of projects to study the efficient use of 

fertilizers In a number of countries using radio 

Isotopes. The research that has already been done

on the efficient use of fertilizers has Indicated 
that the distribution of aotlvs roots of various

- 7 -
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plants depends on the supply of the moisture In 

the soil (Holiday and Draycott 1968, Balekrishna- 

murtl 1970, and Huxley et al 1970).

The object of this project, therefore, was 

to study the distribution of active roots of 

"Nalcyetenafu" a dwarf variety of the banana 

during both the wet and dry seasons using 

radiotracer techniques.

/
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In Bast Africa, very little research has#•**
been done on the bananas. Rlmlngton (196*1) 

reviewed available Information about the banana 

In East Africa with particular reference to 

Kenya, He reviewed general agronomical pra

ctices and summarized some of the research that 

has been done especially in Kenya, In the report 

he mentions that In an Irrigation trial at 

Jacaranda, Kenya (In 1955)* five of the six 

varieties used In this trial gave better yields 

under Irrigation. In a fertilizer agronomy trial

at Mallnduko, it was found th*t pit planting and 
mulching were advantageous. He noted that thfjre

were too many varieties In East Africa to mention

Individually. This question of varieties is

not yet fully understood in East Africa. Baiter

and simaonds (1952) made a survey of the

banana cultlvars In East Africa and they reported

that some of the clones were Identical to those

in the West Indies, but that many of these

clones were regarded as “alien" sorts by the

East Africans, They reported that the majority
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of cultlvars found In Bast Afrioa were unfamiliar 

and that they were evidently distinct from those 

known from other bannna-growing areas. They 

noted that native names could not help In claas- 

fylng the clones because the names were of very 

limited distribution and often far exceeded the 

actual number of clones present. They estimated 

about ?0 cultlvars in East Afrioa represented by 

over 200 native names, shepherd (1957) compared 

51 clones from East Africa with a standard 

collection at the Imperial College of Trot>lc»l 

Agriculture, Trinidad. He reported that somatic 

mutation has contributed much to the diversity 

In the native names and that there are probably 

not more than 55 cultlvars In Font Africa al

together. He pointed out that the majority 

of these cultlvars were types that originated 

from T'*usa Acuminata and that very few of them 

were yet known outside v0st cffrlca.

Slmmonds (1966) reports on much of the 

work that has been done elsewhere on the bananas.
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especially In the West Indies end Australis* 

Regarding the root system of the bananas In 

general, he reported that the roots usually 

arise In groups of fours at the Junction "between 

the central cylinder end the cortex of the corn 

and that these roots mostly spring from the 

upper parts of the corn and then spread later

ally In the upper layers of the soil. He reported 

that the majority of the roots are normally 

found In the top 15om. of the soil and that the 

banana root bears numerous laterals of a much 

smaller diameter than the main roots and that 

these, bearing root hairs* are believed to be 

responsible for the nutrient and water unt*>ke 

by the plant. These are what are commonly 

referred to as "feeding roots". Re further 

reported that according to Fawcett (1913) 

the laterally spreading roots extend to about 

520cia. from the plant while the descending 
ones com*only go down to a depth of ?5om. In the 

soli, Summerville (1939) found th-t roots 

arising from the lower parts of the corn.
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normally fewer In number than the crown ypofcs, 

tend to «row downwards but that there was no 

sharp distinction between spreading and desce

nding roots as all Intermediates existed. He 

noted that the “feeding roots- referred to above 

mainly occurred in the distal portions of the 

main roots and recommended that fertilizers 

should not be placed too close to the mat. In 

194* he found that a healthy “Dwarf Cavendish* 

c o m  bore 200-300 roots.

Awuor-Olcullo and Parish (1969) worked on 

the root system of the sweat and ooo*1nm (mato*e) 

types of the banana. They found th*t for both 

types, there was a dense networfr of roots from 

2-3cm. down to 50c». below the soil surface. 

Below the 50c». depth, they found a share de

crease in the occurence of primary roots while 

the secondary roots gradually decreased to a 

depth of 75cm. They found that the roots that 

descended down to 75®hu and below mainly origi

nated from the base of the corn and that they
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were mainly vertical oompored to the predominantly 

horizontal roots present In the top 50ora. They 

found that the sweet varieties of the banana 

studied had a well developed secondary root 

system descending down to 220cm. from the soli 

surfaoe while the cooking varieties studied had 

roots descending down to only l^Ocm. at the 

most. They found that a banana plant hes more 

living roots at flowering than at maturity and 

that after flowering and bunch formation, some 

of the roots start to die and decay. Awuor- 

Okullo (19<>9) found that for "Rakyetengu"

(a cooking tvpe) the longest lateral roots went 

out to about while the maximum rooting

depth was only l^Ocm. Re found that a healthy 

oorm of *Nekyetengu* bore 300-^00 roots. Re 

also found that the area of greatest root 

concentration for this particular cultlvar was 

within a distance of 5lon* from the base of the 

plant.

Walmsley and Twyford (1968a) working In 

the West Indies found that for the Robusta Banana,
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In the late vegetative phase or In the eayrly 

fruiting stage, the maximum distance at which 

nutrients were taken up was 244cm. (8ft). Hence 

they recommended that fertilizers should be 

broadcast over the whole field since the 

normal spacing between the mats In this area 

is 244x244cm. (8 x 8ft^ Radioactive rheanbate 

was used in this experiment but no depth place
ments were involved.

Host of the work done above on the root 

system of the bananas was done using the Jet- 

wash method. This method only reflects how 

the roots are distributed in the soil without 

indicating the most active portions of the roots.

Radioactive tracer techlniques have been used 

successfully to study the aotlvity of roots 

(Ahenkorah 1969, Ralakrlshnamurtl 1970, Boggle 

and Knight i960. Ball et si 1951 etc.), m  this 

sort of study a number of radioactive Isotopes 

can be used (eg, radioactive Rubidium Rb-86, 

phosphorous P-32, Sulphur S-35 etc.), a good
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radioisotope to use for the study f>r root.^aettsi tv 

should hare a convenient half-3 Ife tlwe, high 

mobility within the plant, relatively mild health 

hazards, end should be immobile In the soil. The 

half-life time of the radio-active Isotope should 

not be too long as this would Introduce residual 

problems In the soil, but it should be long enough 

to cover the experimental period. In order to 

minimise health hazards, the particles emitted 

should be nalnl7 low energy beta-particles, S-35 

has a half-life time of 86,7 days and decays 

emlttlnsr mainly beta-partioles of 0.167 Fev 

energy, Rb-86 has a half-life tlwe of 18.7 d«»ys 
and decays emitting mainly beta-particles of 

l,77Mev and 9% gamma-radiation, P-32 has a 

half-life time of 14.3 days and decays emitting 

beta-particles of 1.71 Mev. (Veast ft Selby 

1965-6), Huxley et £l (1970 working on the 

Kikuyu Red loam t^pe of soil in Kenya, found 

that Rb-86 (as the chloride) over a short time 

did not move more than 2-3cm, from the point of 

Injection In this soil while P-32 moved an
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even shorter distance. They found th«t initially 

Rb-86 w*s taken up more quickly than the P-3? 

but that with time the distribution of Rb-*f 

was rather wore variable than that of P-32. Tu

rner* (1970) working In Taiwan found that 99.of 

of the P-32 solution Injected Into the soil 114 

not move from the point of Injection, There are 

certain experiments In which Rb-36 hs*$ been 

prefers! to P-32. Jones (19^3) working on the 

root distribution of elephant stress and 

chlorls gaysna at Hamulonnfe, TTatan̂ a, found 

that P-32 was not suitable for use In the 

subsoil layers while Rb-96 was used success

fully on the s»»e soil down to a depth of 2Ukcm. 

(flft). He su^vested that the failure of 

P-32 In the subsoil layers could have 

presumably been due to its rapid fixation Into 

forms which are unavailable to plants. 

Nethslnghe (1979a) noted that systematic varia

tion In the soli phosphate down the soil 

profile could occur under normal condition# or



due to previous ftrllltMr application. .He anted 

that this variation In tha soil phosphate could 

lead to erroneous interpretation of results 

In certain nolle and suggested that errors ari

sing from this could be minimised by Injecting 

a P-32 solution with a high concentration of 

phosphorous.

Russel et el (195*0 and Hve and Foster 

t!960) have shown that Isotopic exch^nare between 

the applied radioactive phosphate and soil 

phosphate could occur and Invalidate absolute 

estmates of fertilizer uptake bv the plant.

On this problem, Nethslighe (19<>̂ ) stated 

"Isotopic exchange would not affect compara

tive estimates of fertilizer uptake by the 

plants from different placements on the same 

soil provided that (a) th* content of lsoto- 

ploally exchangeable phosphate In the soil 

Is the same at the different points of place

ment, and (b) the same quantity of labelled 

phosphate Is applied according to the different
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method* on equal surfaoe area* of the so,ll. If 

oondltlon (a) 1* not satisfied, the fertilizer 

uptake from looatlon* where content of exchange

able phosphate ia higher can be under-estimated".

In root activity studies Involving use of 

radioaetive tracers, it is assumed that the 

pattern of root aotivlty using one trgoer 

would be equally valid for other nutrient ele

ments for the name plant. Methsinghe (197*!*) 

carried out an experiment to test the validity 

of this assumption using P-32 and W-15, The 

results from both experiments indicated a 

similar pattern of root activity and showed 

that there was no reason to doubt the validity 

of this assumption. Another assumption in 

the use of radioactive traceisto study root 

aotivlty is that for maximum efficiency of 

fertilizer utilization, fertilizers should be 

placed in zones of highest root activity. 

Nethslnghe (1979a) carried out an experiment 

on mature apple trees to compare the results



obtained ^rom the P-32 Injection method with 

those obtained using P-32 labelled svoer - 
phosphate (20< P2°5). The labelled suoer|ihos- 

phate was placed In sn 8 c» band around the 

tree at the various positions tested. The 

results showed that In both techniques 

highest P-32 uptake was at the 20cm. depth and 

no significant differences were obtained between 

the distance olacements In both techniques.

The methods of P-32 Injection Into the soil 

has varied depending on the plant whose root 

activity Is being studied end the treatments 

Involved. Valmsley and rwyford (1968 ,n*b) 

working on the nutrient uptake of the Pohusta 

Banana, used the bund method for spoiling the 

labelled phosphate solution. In this method, 

circular bunds (6lcm. diameter) were made around 

the banana plant. Water was poured Into the 

bunds, allowed to soak in and then labelled 

phosphate (a carrier free P-32 solution as 

orthophosphate in dilute hydrochloric acid.



diluted In a phosphate solution prepared' ?rrm 
sufficient triple super phosphate fertilizer 

to allow $lb. to eaoh plant) poured Into the 

bunds* When the aotlre solution ha* soaked In, 

more water was poured Into the bunds to ensure 

that the aotlre solution reached the rooting 

zone* In this experiment no depth placements 

were considered and the method Is not satisfa

ctory where such placements are to be considered* 

The oommonly used method to study both distance 

and depth placements on tree plants Is by 

injeotlng the P-32 solution In holes dug to the 

required depth at the appropriate distances*

Llpps et aJL (195$) using P-32 to study the root 

activity bf alalfa found that equldlstantly 

spaced holes (3*2om* diameter) gave similar 

results to 9 equldlstantly spaced holes (7.6cm, 

diameter)* They considered the method with fewer 

holes batter because there would be less soil 

disturbance and henoe less chance of haring 

root channeling* In the study of root aotirlty 

of tree orops conducted In conjunction with the

- 20 —



, 16 equidistant!** soaned holes (2>k5cm

diameter) In a ring around the plant have been 
used. The main orltlalan with this method Is 

that the holes might he too few especiallv for 

placements further awav from the treated plant.

If holes are made In ooneentrlc olrclee around a 

plant (16 equldlstantly spaoed holes In each 
olrole) the distanoe between any two holes In the 
furthest concentric circle, will be much greater 
than the distance between any two holes In the 
ooneentrlc circle near the nlnit. This would ’"can 

that further away from the plant there would be 
fewer roots In contact with the labelled phosphate. 

Nethslnghe (1970a) carried out an experiment on 

nature apple trees to test the effect o^ usln* 1^ 
and 32 lnjeotlon points at the s«d toonr.
distances using 9 replicates. He found no advantage 

in using the 32 Injection polnte treatment. He 

also reported that this conclusion has been supported 

by data from coconut experiments In Ceylon. Further

support comes from the experiment mentioned above 
where the labelled superphosphate (20< P2O 5) and

- 21 -
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the P-32 Injection method were used to n*mr t*e 

pattern of root aotlvlty. The results were

similar for both methods, in this experiment the 

labelled superphosphate was applied in a band (8om.
wide) at all distances around the tree while 16*
injection points were used In the second method at 
all distances. In both methods the coefficient of 

variation for a tree was in the order of If

the high variation was due to variations in the 

P-32 coming Into contact with the roots, then the 

band application should have given a considerably 

lower variation.

Some workers (eg. WalmsV and Twv^or* to6***b) 

using ?-32 as a radiotracer have applied It as a 

carrier-free solution or powder of the orthopho«r>hate. 

As it has been mentioned before, owing to the possible 

systematic variation In the soil phosphate down the 

soil profile, Nethslnghe (1970a) recommended 
injecting a P-32 solution with a high concentration 

of phosphorous in order to try and mask the possible 

effects of phosphate variation down the profile.
As a result of this the I.A.£.A. recommends
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applying P-32 with Urn*. p per In potion Udlnt.

The dosage of radioactivity should depend on 
the reslstence of the particular plant to radiation 
damage. Pussel at «_! (to**o) observe* tv«t young 
harley plants were affected by radiation* whan

exposed to levels of P-32 above O.P mloroCurles
per 150Ogm. of soil for one week In pot culture 
studies. Hence a preliminary experiment should

always be done to determine a safe dose to use for 
the pertloulnr plant. The dosage of radioactivity,

however, should be big enough to ensure that there 
is sufficient P-32 absorbed by the riant for

quantitative assay. Walmslev nod Twyford (lo*«b) 

working on the uptake of P-32 by the flobi?*ta banana 
reported "Assuming that a count rate ©r at least 
twice the background count is desirable before a 
reliable estimate can be made, then fertilizer with 
an activity of at least one mllllcurrle per plant 

would be necessary In the experiments using this 
techlnlque.*

Various methods have been used for placing the
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P-32 solution Into the boles, wurlev et O  
(1970) after meklrv the hole to the desired denth

Inserted a fitting rlwtd plastic tube was
partly crimped et the bottom end. The tube was
then withdrawn after Insertion apTiroximatelv 3-5«m.
tol leave a snail soil ''chamber" Into which the 
ampoule contents could drain. The ampoule wae

then dropped down the tube and then er^ched >nr 
means of e pointed solve. The tuba* were Veot 
corlced and thev were not removed Tram the holes.
There was no evidence for root cherts! 1n«r. Tonea

(1969) used larger holes (7.5«m. diameter) filled 
with sand (25cm. thick) at the bottom of the hole.

He then put polythene tubes (1.2cm external diameter) 

In the middle of the hole down to 2,5om below the 
surface of the sand. The channel around the 

irfythene tube was then filled with a slurry of 
s ibsoll end water and, the upper lOom. were 

packed with moistened top soil. The results showed 
a hl*h decree of variability and he dpr ©Its adjacent 

to the placement b©T*e to Investigate wbatb*r tb-re 

was any evidence of root channel1n-.
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Ha reported "In many of tha holes it was’ found 
that roots had grown between the slurry and tha 
undisturbed soil o** the aides of the hole. Apparently 
the slurry had creek'd sway from tha aides of tha 

hole as it dried. Roots which had rrrnr" down tha 
hole in this way proliferated in the sand it thev 
reached it and these effects to odne a
false impression of the root density in t>a plane- 

sent rone.1* Mve and Foster (19^0) hnva also 

mentioned that there was a possibility that dis

turbance of soil during injection of isotopes 

into the aoll might allow easy eooee* for roots 

to raaoh the treated zones. Hall et al (1953) 
suggested that to minimize the possibility of root 

ohannellng. holee ehould be made 60 to the 

horizontal. Nye and Foster (19^0) tried tvis 

method but did not find it advantageous. The 

IAFA recommended method is to dir holes (about 

2.5 OB diameter) to the desired derth a-»* the 

P-32 solution, dispensed in ampoules, is placed 

into the hole by means of a hollow brass tube with 

a orushlng device. After orushlng an ampoule in



••oh hole 10 ml of water poured down the

hollow brass tube so that any P-32 eolutlon which 
slight have been adhering to the eides of the tube

is washed down. Then the hole Is filled with dry 
soil. There has been no evidence of root channeling 
reported.

In experiments using radiotracers to determine 

the aotlvity of roots, single plants are used as 

experimental units, Therefore, these experimental 

units should be as uniform as possible, "ethslnghe 

(1970a) reported that In an experiment on coconut 

trees in Ceylon, there was a narked negative 

correlation between leaf P-32 content and the girth 

of the tr*a trunk at all the four dates of sailing, 

eliminating the effects of girth, the variation

was reduced bv about for all d*)t«s of 
A similar effect was observed, in the name eimerlm-nt 

for number of fruits, Ap«rt from the rlrtb measure

ments and the height of the plant, the phvslologlcal 

stage of the plant plays an Important pert In the 
uptake of nutrients, Welmslev and Twvford (to**a **)
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found that the most rapid uptake of fertilizer 

phosphorous by the Sobusta banana ccoured In th# 

period of vegetative growth from 2-3 months after 
planting to flower initiation. Huxley et al 
(1970) noted that the seasonal ohansres In untake 
of P-32 bv the ArnMoa eoffee were relate* to th# 
physiological condition of the plants (ecr. flowerln* 
and fruiting phases).

The P-32 taken up by the plant hna been 
determined, mainly, by foliar analvsis. The type 
of leaf to aaapla depends on the p r plant.
The leaf sampled should be of the same age and 
from a similar position on all ths plants. For 

plants which hare a number of leaves In the same 

position (eg. Coffee and Oranges), it is better to 

take a number of subaamplea (eg. a number of leaves 
from the lower or upper crown) the*' to take a sin*!# 

leaf. ??eth#lnghe (107^n' reported wlt s**r>e 

that the greatest contributory factor to the Me*, 

variability between Individual trees Is In errors 

In leaf sampling arising out of non-uniform dis

tribution of P-32 evsn between leaves in similar



position and age. Consldsrabla reduction In error 
should be possible by taking a number of subsamples. 
All other sources of error discussed above are comp
aratively small• and subordinate to leaf sampling 
error.-

After leaf sampling the samples are processed 
depending on whether the wet counting method or the 
Gelger-Huller end window method is to be used.
Walmsley and Twyford (1968a Ab) used ♦'he wet countln* 
method. Huxley et al̂  (1970) used both the wet eountlnv 
method and the dry ash counting method uslnw the 
Gelger-vuller end window method. They did not find 
any advantage in the use of a wet counting method.
The recommended IAEA method (Nethslnghe 1970. Huxley 

et al 1970, Yu-Yuan 1970, etc.) Is to dry the 

samples (at 70°C), grind and then ash the ground 
samples. Then the ash la used for P-32 counting using 

the Gelger-tfuller end window method. Alternatively 

a Ifquid counting procedure way be adopted where the 

ash is extracted with 2H HTl and the Mitered extract 

used for liquid Gelger-Huller counting. All counts 

should be corrected for the contribution of 

Radiation from the naturally ocourlnar radio -
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active Isotopes In the soil. Talibudean (1$64)

reported that In the Great Russian plains, two- 

thirds of total radioactivity of soils were due 

to the contribution of radioactive ootansiuw o)

and thorium (Th) while radioactive carbon 

contributed less than 0.5^ and rare earths and 

other elements had negligible contributions. Of 

these the beta-emitting Isotopes are K-40, Rb-86 

and C-l4 and, from the findings above K-40 sterns 

to be the most Important radioactive Isotope to 

oonslder in these experiments. Nethslnghe (1964) 

traced the natural radioactivity in leaflets of 

the coconut palm to radioactive potassium ('-40). 

The counts are normally corrected for the naturally 

occurlng JC-40 bn either determining K-40 count 

rate In *blanlc" samples from untreated trees or 

double counting of P-32 samples (eg. filter 14 

days) and calculating the amount of K-40 In each 

sample after allowing for P-3** decay.

Results have been expressed as counts par 
minute per mg. of phosphorous (om./mg.F) or as

counts per minute per g». of dry le*f.
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Nethslnghe (1970a) reported that a green bouse 

experiment carried out In Selberadorf In 1967 

with barley did show a reduction of error from 

to 12* when P-32 uptake wns expressed as 

opra./gi*,P, vut th »t dots feom coco* aTperl^Ai-ta 

In lhana showed no adventsye In expressing re

sults In terns of cj-n./ng. p, Huxley ejt si 

(1970) also found no advantage In expressing 

results in terns of opn./gsuP. The final 

results are usually adjusted to the date of 

P-32 application,

the nature of the experiment, s high 

coefficient of variation la usually sTueo^ed 

and some workers have warned against the use 

of statistical analysis to Interprets data of 

such experiments, In raa.ny of the tree emerl- 

nente done In conjunction with the the

coefficient of variation between individual trees 

was observed to be in the order of 110*. However, 

treatment differences were large enough to show 

statistical significance In moat of the experi

ments, Pethslnghe (l°70a) using d-its from expcri-
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ments to test the validity of the assumption that 

ths P-32 of a particular leaf is directly proportional 

to the total P-32 uptake by the tree and that the 

proportionality oonetant ia the same for a similar 
type of leaf for all root positions, showed that 

absolute quantitative interpretation of the results 

for such experiments is not appropriate. The results 

from these experiments showed a highly significant 

interaction between the root position and the type 

of leaf sampled for both distanoes and depths. This 

sort of interaction would imply that the above 

assumption is not valid. This would mean that 

the roots in a particular position supply more 

P-32 to certain types of leaves than roots in 

other positions and thst the rates o^ tmnsiooett^n 
of P-32 between different tTT)<M nr i**f ore *ene- 

ndent on the P-32 content of the leaf. Methsinwhe 

(1970a) used six different tables of data to show 

that a closer examination of the data shows that 

the P-32 uptake can for all practical purposes 

be considered independent of the leaf type, (is, 

if orange tree leaves from the lower oanopy are 

used, they will show a pattern of root activity
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similar to that obtained by using leaves f r n  
the upper oanopy.) The data used was from expe
riments on Citrus in Taiwan, Cocos in Ghana and 
Apple trees at Seibersdorf. He concluded "Even 
though the interactions observed may be real 
effects, they are not large enough to invalidate 
the teohlnique. But one should be guarded about 
giving an absolute quantitative Interpretation 
to the results which anvwav Is not the ©Vi active 
of the programme,"
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(a) MATFUTATS amp *^TTmns

(i) r-xperl^ntal Site. The experiments war* 

carried out at the Unlversltv *arn* located at 

Kabanyolo. Kabanyolo (0°23* W, 32°37* 1) Is abo\it 

17 Km north of Kampala (Atlas of Uganda, 1962). The 

Farm covers 206 hectares and straddles two north - 

south ridges. The elevation on the highest point 

of the west ridge is 1195m. (3920ft), on the east 

ridge 1168m. From the rounded and narrow ridge 

tops, the land grades at 5-6< on the east - facing 

slopes, and 7-9* on the west slopes, until at the 

valley edge, it grades abruptly at 15-20* to the 

narrow flattlsh bottomlands. The climate is 

moist tropical with moderate temperatures (Van BoV, 

1970), Maxima occasionally exceed 30°C while minima 

may fall below 15°C. Minimum value for relative 

humidity may fall to *K)* in a dry season. Solar 

radiation varies from a maximum of over 600 

langleys/day to minima of under 100 langleys/day 

but the monthly average la approximately *K>0 

langleys/day. There is wide dally variation in

- 33
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both Intensity and duration of sunshine... Annual 

rainfall Is about 1300mm with un to 160 rain- 

days, with moderate annual, and considerable 
seasonal variation. Wet seasons follow the 

solar equinox, but storms of any Intensity 

may occur in any months. Periods of soli water 

deficit for farm crops ocour frequently during 

dry spells, most often In January to February 

and July to August.

The elevation, land form, relief and climate 

at Kabanyolo *re typical for the major banana 

growing region in southern TJ<randa.

The experiments were carried out on field 

A3, in the manurlal trial plantation* wield *3 

la situated on the Southern end of the **id- 

eastern slope of the Western ridge. The riant- 

atlon was established in November 196ft and 

covers an area of 0.89 hectares (2.2 acres).

The plantation consists of a dwarf variety of 

banana (Nakyetengu). The original spacing of 

the banana plants was 2.14 x 2.14 (7 x 7ft).
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The soils of the experimental site are part 

of the up!end cultivated soils o^ Kabanyolo 
belonging to the Buganda oatena. The soils are 

sandy olays or olays developed from preoambrlan 

sohlsts and quartzites. They are deep, highly 

weathered and leaohed. well drained ferrallltlo 

soils with a low option exchange capacity (8 - 12 - 

me). They are dark brown soils at the surface 

ohanging to dark reddish brown and then red with 

depth. A soil profile description la given In 

table 1«A. The soil profile described was situated 

about 2*. away fro* the northern end of the 

banana wanurlal trial plantation. The organic 

natter (3<) In the top soil Is the wain source 

of the oatlon exchange capacity. The type of soil 

described above Is widespread In the b«nana 

growing regions of Southern Uganda.

The results of the chemioal and physical 

analyses of the soil sampled fro* the banana 

nanurlal trial plantation are shown In tables 

1 B| CAD. The soil sanples were taken from the 

twelve plots, used throughout this study
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t a *t f i

A Soil Profile Description (At the northern end of the 

plantation, lust outside of the

H 0RI70W  DEPTH COIOTTR eTRTTCTDRF TWYTTT^W r o o t *  a
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(diagram 1 of the appendix). The method .used In 

the chemical analysis of soil samples Is the one 

used at Newanda Research Station which Is based 

on the method described by Robinson and Semh 

(1968), In the analysis of soil samples fCT 
P# Ca, Mg and K, the soil was extracted with 

a dilute ammonium lactate-acetic acid solution 

(AL)• The concentrated AL solution was prepared 

by mixing together 1250 ml of hydrolysed lactic 

acid, 1125 ml of glnolal acetic acid and 350 ml 

of concentrated ammonia. In n 5 litre volumetric 

flask. The volume was then made up to the 

mark with water. The dilute AL solution was then 

prepared by measuring out 1 litre of the 

concentrated AL solution Into an aspirator and 

then adding 9 litres of water. The solution 

was mixed and the pH of the solution adjusted to 

3,8 using either aoetlo acid or ammonia. Air- 

dry soil (5gm) which had passed a 2mm sieve 

was shaken with 100 mis of the dllure AL 

solution for 1,5 hours. After 30 minutes the 

extract was filtered using No, 5 filter neper.
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TABLE 1

B Chemical Analyses.
(Keans of tmelre replicate samples)

DEPTH

(« 0

pn o.w.
i

, P

(PF<)

Available

Co

flBg/lOOft)

nutrients

b e

(w e /IOOe )

lotial 
K A1" 
(mar/lOOer)^ *

0-20 5 A 2.8 5.5 105.7 30.^ 25. < 0.11O
20-^0 5.* 2.8 ^.1 123.3 29.1 17A o.iio
50-70 JkL. 1.2 1.2 63.3 29.1 13.7 0.072
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The P In the extract was then determined#•*»
by adding 10ml of 1< chloromolybdlc acid and 

5ml of U05 chlorostannous acid to 25ml of the 

extract and then measuring the optical density 

of the solution In an Evans Eleotoselenlum 

limited (EH) flow-through colorimeter at 650 

millimicrons, 15 minutes after the edition of 

the chlorostannous acid. The amount of p in 

the solution was then obtained from a nhosrhate 

calibration graph. The Ca an* K In th« extract 

were determined by adding 5»1 of lanthanum chlo

ride solution (2.5£) to 20ml of the extract and 

then readings taken on an E&L flame photometer. 

The amounts of K and Ce present In the solution 

were obtained from calibration graphs. The Mg 

In the extract was determined by adding 5ml of 

lanthanum chloride solution (2.5) to 5ml of the 

extracted solution In a 50ml volumetric flask. 

The volume was made up to the mark with dis

tilled water. Then readings wets taken on the 

EEL atomic absorption spectrophotometer using 

a magnesium lamp. The amount of Mg In the
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solution was than obtained from a calibration 

graph. The total nitrogen In the soil samples 

was determined using the macro-ttJeldahl method 

(Brenner* 19*0 ani A.3.A. I960). The organlo 

matter In the soli samples was determined by 

measuring the percentage of organic carbon In 

the soil samples (u*»7vev # 19**7 *nd »**tson#

1956). The organic carbon la o«* «o11 tho* 

had passed a Zrm sieve was orldlsed with 

chromic acid (10ml of 4n sodium dichromate and 

20ml of concetrsted sulphuric acid). Optical 

density readings were then taken on the OTEL 

flow-through colorimeter at 600 millimicrons.

The percentsnge of organic carbon in the soil 

sample was obtained by multiplying the meter 

readings by a factor obtained from a calibration 
graph. The soli particle size distribution 

analysis was performed using the Bowyoueus 

hydrometer method (rise* at n, 1* 19<9).
The pH of the soil was *eterrined mt tb» 0«. 

ture saturation rolnt (J^cV^or 1 . Th* 

moisture saturation point was reached by adding



denlnaralired water to the noil until the-eoll 

wa'- fully wetted, yet a hole made by a rod 

was only slowly oloeed. The soil pH was then 

determined at this point using the Pye Universal 

pH meter.

The moisture at field capacity was determined 

gravimetrically using the method described by 

Reynolds (1970). Soil samples were taken three 

days after a heavy etorm (32.5mm). After the 

storm, the areas to be sampled were covered with 

polythene caper to minimise evaporation, TTndist- 

urbed cores were used in the determination of 

bulk density »nd permanent wilting point 

(Rosegood ). The permanent wilting

point wad determined using the suction plate 

method (pm ^.2). (Paver, IQ^S).

(il) Selection of plots and Tats. Tndlvid^pi 

mats of banana plants were used as experimental 

units. The muts were selected in subplots within 

the mnnurial trial at Kabanyolo (diagram 1 of the
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TABLE 1
C physical analyses

(Means of twelve reollc te samples)

DEPTH
(mr)

’"olstxire content by volume
wriK

DJTJSITY
F.C.

*

P.W.P.

%

fpF fc.2)

a v« 1 labl e 

water

f

Avnllable 

water

0-20 1.33 39.5B 20.20 19.38 3B.76

20-^0 1.53 39.96 21.30 13.5* 37.36

UOir̂ O 1.52 39.71 P’i.30 15.*1 3*.a2

Tot»l available we ter (0-60ca) * 106.9^

Particle nlse il0t”lviitlon
DEPTH Clay Slit g^nd

(Clt) * t (by <5 infersnee)
0-20 *♦2.3 5.B 5 U *
20-^0 V±.2 5.3 50.5
50-70 5̂ .a 5.0 kh,?_________



appendix). Table 2 sho^s which subplots ’Were 

selected. The sub-plots selected were those 

where no phosphorus fertiliser had been applied 

since the establishment of the plantation. In 

each sub-plot four wets were selected. The 

contact Mats were not selected as experimental 

units. The mats In this plantation are pruned 

co as to leave a maximum of three plants (one 

mother plant, one follower and one sucker) per 

mat. Hence the mats used In this study usually 

consisted of one mother plant and one or two 

younger plants. The mats were selected on the 

basis of uniformity, mainly of the mother plant 

In the late vegetative phase <7-9 months old). 

Girth (circumference at a height of 1m) and 

height measurements for each bsnama plant In the 

manurlal trial are recorded once a month and this 

information was used in the selection of the mats.

(ill) P-32 Application. The method of 

application of P-32 was based on the 

method fWethslnghev 1970b). This Is a suitable



method to be m e l  where both IlitMUi > -’'"lanth 

of placement of labelled fertilizers are to be 

considered. Sixteen equldlstantlv spaced holes 

were made In each selected aat In a rln* around 

the mother plant. The holes, male with a soil 

probe (screw type), were 2.5 en> In diameter and 

were duqf at the appropriate distances to the 

required depths. The holes were all prepared In 

advance and were plumed with wooden rods prior 

to treatment application to prevent filling up 

with soil. The p-32 was prendre! and supplied 

by the I.A.F.A. at Vienna, and It was dispensed 

In flase ampoules readv placement In the ftoldt* 

Walmslev nnd Twvford (iQ^ftb), found that In field 

experiments Involving soil application o** labelled 

fertllzer to bananas, a minimum of one mllllCvrle 

per plant was required In order to obtain a reliable 

estimate of P-32 uptake. Since the mats In the
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Table 2

Plots used In the experiments durlnor the 

dry end wet seasons.

Pepllcate I TT III

Kaln Plots M W) D

Sub- Sub- Sub-

plots plots plots

2 11 Ik

22 17 31

35 3* kj

55 51 62



plantation ere pwn#4 to leave a maximum rtf 

three plants per mat, each mat would require at 

least three rallllCuries. It was decided to use 

approximately five milHCuries par ™«t taking 

into account the time l03t between the preparation 

of the labelled phosphate and its application into 

the soil* At the time of preparation* in Vienna, 

eaoh ampoule contained 300 mieroCuries in 4ml. of 

iOOOp.p.a. phosphorus solution (as KHgPO^).

The P-32 was Injected i«to the soil by 

placing Rnd then ©i-ushionr one ampoule in each 

hole. To do this, a sp^clallT made ornehlnw device 

was used (plate I). This consisted of two hollow 

brans tubes one inside the other. The inner tube, 

A, (100cm loo*?) ws* attached to the o^ter tub*,

C, by means of 0 set screw, p. The sat screw 

fitted Into a slot, D, in the inner tube. This 

prevented any vertical movement of the Inner tube, 

but allowed it to rotate. The upper end of the 

Inner tube protruded 10cm above the outer tube 

so that the Inner tube could be rotated separately, 

by rotating the Inner tube A, the opening at the

— 46 •



PLATE I

Device used for placement and. crushing of ampoules 
containing the radioactive phosphorus solution#
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bottom end of the devloe could be widened no
that the glais ampoule oould be Inserted (position

• •*>
E). By rotating the Inner tube A* the Inserted 
ampoule oould be held against a projection In 
the outer tube (position F), While In this position, 
the ampoule was lowered Into the placement hole. 
After reaching the bottom of the hole, the cru
shing device was withdrawn about 2em to leave a 
small soil •chamber* Into whloh the contents of 
the ampoule oould drain without contaminating the 
outside of the crushing devloe. While In this 
position the ampoule was crushed by rotating the 
protruding part of the Inner tube further. After 
crushing each ampoule, 10ml of water poured down 
the Inner tube so that any labelled solution whloh 
might have been adhering to the bottom of the 
crushing devloe, was washed down Into the soil,
Eaoh point of lnjenotlon reoelved approximately 300 
mlcroCurles of P-32 In ^mg. of phosphorus. For 
eaoh experiment, all of the P-32 applications were 
completed on the same day, proceeding block by block.

(lv) Leaf Sampling. Leaf samples were 
obtained by taking eight strips of leaf from a
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banana 1 af of tha treated plant. The atrips wars 
about 5om wide and were taken from elthar alda 
of tha mld-rlb to cover the entire leaf sampled, 
leaf samples ware taken from eaeh treated riant 
at 10, 20, 30 and Uo days after tha data of P-3? 
application. On these banana plants a new fully 
opened leaf Is produced about every fortnight so 
that the same leaf was never sampled more thaft 
twice. In addition to the leaf samples taken 
from the treated plants, leaf samples were also 
taken from six untreated plants so that radloa-
etlvlty due to the contribution or natunOlv oaow- 
rln* radlolsotones In the baaane leaves eould *e
assessed,

(v) leaf analysis and P-3? assessment. The 
I.A.E.A. recommended drying leaf samples at 70°C 
overnight, (Nethslnghe 1970b), Vhen this procedure 
was followed, however. It was found that at least 
36 hours were required for the banana leaf samples 
to dry. In the leaf analyses for the manurial 
trial, a temperature of 105°C has been used 
successfully for drying banana leaf samples over-
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nlght. Henoe all leaf samples were dried at 105°C
The dry leaf samples ware than ground to pass

• **

• lmm si ova uslnor a Christy and Morris 5* Junior 
Laboratory Bill. A ten sew. allgiot of the B^ouhd 
leaf material was then ashed In a muffle furnace 
at 450°c for six hours. After cobllng, the ash 
was welshed and then a 0.2 5 0gm aliquot o^ the ash 
was used for assessing the radloaotlvlty 
using the Gelger-ruller end window method. The 
counts were grade In a mica window type of Gelger- 
Muller tube connected to a Phillips pw 4302 electro
nic counter. The ash was weighed Into a counting 
container and the surface was levelled with a 
spatula. Then the container was placed into the 
Gelger-Muller tube and counts were taken for two 
minutes, where oounts were very low (less than 100 
counts per minute), a longer counting period (five, f * * «
minutes) was used. All oounts were Bade on the 
same day for each sawn!Ins date followln* the 
order In which blocks were sameled. The 
background counts were token for five minutes at 
the beginning and at the end of each days counting.
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(▼1) Data ha* M o ? . All total counts were 

reduced to counts per minute (epw) end then 

corrected for the background count, Using the 

counts obtained from the 0.250gw esh aliquot, cpm 

per gm of ash were calculated. The epr per g® of 

dry leaf ware calculated as shown In ta b le  2 of the 

appendix. These were then corrected for the 

contribution of natural radioactivity (mainly X-^9) 

by subtracting off the average opm per gm of dry 

leaf from the six samples taken from untreated 

banana plnnts. All counts were then adjusted to the 

date of P-32 application using the following 

formula*

At ■ A| nd tewwedy VMM

Where*
A0 *» count* per minute at the d«te of ? - 3 2

application

t ■ number of doya from the dete of apulloetlon 

of u-3? to tve date of radioactivity 

counting.

At ** oount-b per minute at the date of

radioactivity counting,
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0 » natural base of logarithms.

A  * radioactivity decay constant for P-32 

(0.01*846 per day).

An anlysis of variance was carried out on each set 
of data using the methods described by Snedecor 

(1967).

(Til) COMPUTATION OF AVAIIA^I^ SPIT WATFR BAIANC1.
The method used was similar to the one 

described by slacker (i960). In this method 

there are a number of assumptions in order 

to draw up the relevant equations!

(1) That run-off was negligible.

(ii) That when rainfall was excessive, the 

oomplete root zone profile would first 

be recharged up to field capaeltv and 

any excess would be drained off below 

this tone and completely lost.

(Hi) That there would be no appreciable 

upward movement of water into the 

root zone.

(iv) That the rate of water use or actual

transpiration rate would be reduced to
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shout half the potential rate, when the 

soli water balance fell low near the wilting 

point level (to one-third of the total 
available level) and rainfall did not occur, 

(v) If rainfall oooured, then the transpiration 

rate would be restored to Its full potential 

transpiration rate, even though the total 

available soil moisture was below a third 

of Its full capacity,

(vl) That the calculations would start when the

soil profile within the effective rootln*
«

zone was fully oharged.

Since treatments went down to a depth of 60em 

In this experlnent, this was taken as the effective 

rooting gone for plant nutrient uptake. From 

the results In Table 1 c, the total available 

water to a depth of 60cm Is 106.9^rom. Hence 110mm 

was used as the total available moisture for this 

experiment.

The potential evaporation rate (F %T) was
taken as 0.*5 Fo. whar# Fo la the open ran 

evaporation (Class A nan). The ratio *f* value)
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was taken as O .8 5  slnoe this was the value commonly 
used for crops at Kabanyolo. There was no 
available lyslmeter Information.

The calculation of the soil water balance 
was started at the end of April 1970 when the 
soli profile was taken as fully charged (March 
127.7.mm, April 143,0mm), When the profile was 
fully oharged the following equation was uneds- 

(110mm to 37 m) ♦ Rainfall - O.8 5M0 » Soil 
water balance (SWB).
When the SWB dropped to below « third of the 
total available level (37mm), an 1 rainfall 
did not ocour, the following equation was 
usedf
(37mm to 1mm) ♦ zero rainfall - 0.4*;w©« svf»
If rainfall oocured (1mm or above In a day) 

at this low level of available soil moisture, 

then the following equation was usedt- 

(37mm to 1mm) ♦ Rainfall - Q.85E0 » SWB



(b) FRBTIFIWART ?XFgRIMFNT
• **>

(1) Introduction. The purpose of this experiment 
wee to test the I.A.E.A. recommended method of appl
ying P-32 under local conditions end to determine 
the best banana leaf to sample for the radloactlwe 
assay.

- 55 -

(11) Method. For the purpose or this study, 
four mats were selected within the manurlal plant
ation. Four mats (two mats per plot) with the 
mother plant In the late vegetative phase (7-9 mother), 
were selected In two plots (sub-plots 22 and 55) 
where no fertiliser had been applied since establi
shing the plantation In November 1968. Sixteen 
equldlstantly spaced holes were made around the 
mother olant. The holes were eaoh 10cm deep. The 
P-32 solution was applied on 7 July 1970. leaf 
samples were taken from the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th 
fully opened leaf from the mother plant and Prom 
the first follower In eaoh ™«t. The leaves are 
numbered In Increasing order of? maturity with the 
first leaf being the first fully opened leaf. The 
leaf samples were taken at 10,20, 30, and 39 days 
after the date of P-32 application. The leaf samples
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were dried, ashed and assayed for radloaotivitr as
*•*>

described above, except that the counts rer minute 
were adjusted to the date of the second sampling 
(20 days after the date of P- 3 2  application) end 
that the oounts were not corrected for the contribu
tion of the radloaotlvlty due to the naturally 
ocourlngradioisotopes In the banana leaves. Due to 
a malfunction of the muffle furnace, the first set 
of leaf samples (10 days after the date of P-32 
application) was lost durln* the ashln<%

(Ill) Results and Plscusslon. Wales'! ey and 
Twyford (19<5Hh) wording on the uptelce o^ P-T? by 
the Robueta banana In the West Indies, assumed 
that a count rate of at least twice the boolrerotjud 
la desirable Before a reliable count can be "»«*«.
The average background count In odr laboratorr Is 
about 25opm. Hence for reliable estimates the count 
rates should be 50cpa and above. All count r«*tes, 
except two. In the preliminary experiment were above 
50opm. (table 3)* The count rate increased with 
time (table 3 end 4). This was due to the accumula
tion of P-32, from the soil applied P-32 In the above 
ground parts of the plant especially the leaves
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(Patel 1971)* Difference between the mats-were 

significant at the 5t oonfldenoe level. This 

wae probably due to the fact that in this preli
minary experiment, no specific attention was 

given to the girth and height measurements of the 

plants of the mats treated In this experiment. 
There were no significant differences between

the counts from leaves of the save plant. The 

mean of the third fully opened leaf, however,

was higher than the means of the other leaves.

The results from the first folowers (not 

shown In the tables) were more variable. This 

was due to the fact that the followers had gre

ater age differences since selection of mats 

was based on the uniformity of the mother plants. 

The results from the first followers however, were 

all higher than the corresponding results from 
the mother plants and the means of the third 

fully opened leaf were again higher than the 

other leaf means. Walmslev and Twr^or^ (lode*)# 
found that the highest rate of uptake of P-17 

oooured In vigorously developing b*nana plants
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TAPTB 3

,jm i y T W F B Y  EXPERIMENT 
Aotual radioactivity of dry leaf wnterlal 
ntot^er plants corrected to 20 days after P-3? 

application (ĉ epti over-dry leaf)

NUMBER OP 
DAYS

I SAP MIT
1

MAT
2

MAT
3

MAT
4

LEAP
MEANS

1st 46 452 93 93 159
20 3rd 182 27 73 180 116

5th 121 7 95 183 112

1 *■ 
let 278 240 280 321 280

0̂ 3rd 365 244 591 591 449

5th 298 441 512 512 441

1st 343 225 581 803 511
59 3rd 645 212 1131 1172 790

5th 544 175 974 1319 753

FAT MEANS 314a 225b 481a 580a 400*

•General Fean.
Feans followed by the aeme letter are not slamlfleantlv 
different at the 5< confidence level
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TABLE *

Preliminary Experiment■—  ■ ' ■ 1— — — — —  i n ■ ■ —  ■ ■ ■ ■ -m—mmm

Snronary of Treatment Effect* 

Cpa. per orraw of dry leaf ■^erl^l-frnr; j 
(mean of four repliestea).

TIMS

after 3?-32 
application

LEAP
1

LEAP

3

LEAP

5

TIMS

MEANS

20 159 116 112 125

30 280 **9 **1 390

39 511 790 753 - - 6 8 5  - -

LEAF MEANS 31« *52 *32 *00«

•General
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during the yegetatlre phase. Their results 

showed that young plants (2 to 5 months old), 

had higher P-32 uptakes than rlants In the late 

(5 months to flowering) Tegetatlre phase. This 

could explain why higher results were obtained 

with the younger plants and It indicated the 

need for treating plants oT the seme age In 

this type of experiment. There were no obyious 

symptoms of radi'atiotf damage noted on the tre

ated plants. Proa this experiment, the third 

fully opened leaf was seleoted as the best 
one to sample. The same leaf Is used for 

nutrient analysis In the manurlal trial experiment.
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( O) ^XPWPirTT^T rffrniwo t p * p s y  gmAsnw.

(1) Method. For the purpose oe this evperl- 

rent 48 rats w»§re selected navln* specific 

attention to tha ace and the artrth and helvbt 
measurements of tha mother plants. Tha treat

ments were four distances (40,80, 120 and 

l60om from the mother plant) and four depths 

(0, 15, 30 and 60om below the soil surface).

The design of the experiment was a 4 x 4 

factorial completely randomised bloelc replicated 

thrloe. The P-32 was applied on uovenher 1°?*. 

At each sampling date, leaf «am>le* were *aVer 

from the third fully opened iear’ of all the 
treated plants plus six untreated plants In 

order to assesss the contribution o^ radioacti
vity from the naturally oocurlnsr ra^iolstopes 

In the banana lenves. Sample preparation and 

radloaotlvlty assay was conducted In the 

manner described above.
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(11) Results and Discussion

This experiment was conducted during the 

dry season from 24 November 1970 to 4 January 

1971, PIgure 2 shows the distribution of rain

fall (10 day totals) Immediately before and 

during the experimental period. The actual 

dally rainfall recorded Is shown in table 9 
of the appendix. The table shows that therel
were only 9 relndeys (where 1 mm or more or rein• i
was recorded) over the 4o days of the experiment 
and the total rainfall over the same period 
was 50.6mm. This gives an average figure of 

1.3 mm of rain per day. The average figure for 

the dally potential evaporation (Penman Po) over 

the experimental period was 4.2 mm (Van Pole 

1970). This shows that on ths average there 

wae e dally water deflolt throughout the exp

erimental period. The calculated available 

moisture In the soil throughout the 4o dors 

of the experiment Is shown In *lewre 3. Ths 
calculations were based on a total storage

oapaolty of 110 mm of water when the soil Is at



Rain
fall
 (m

m)

FIGURE 2
Rainfall distribution during the experimental period 
4  JO day Totals) October 1970 to June 1971



FIGURE 3

Available soil moisture during the experimental periods

_____  Wet Season
______ Dry Season

A B C D E

A _  Application of radioactive phosphorus

B __  Date of 1st Sampling

C __  „ „  2nd

D —  ii ii 3rd it

E —  „ 4th
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field capacity fro** the soil surface dnwh' to a 
depth of 60em. Figure 3 shows that at the 
beginning of the experiment, there were only 
30mr of available moisture In the p*rt of the 
soli profile considered and that by the end of 
the first 25 days of the experiment the available 
moisture was completely depleted. There was a
slight increase In soil moisture In the last 6 

days of the experiment due to a rainfall of 20mm 
in this period.

Table 5 shows the spatial effeot of phosohate 
placement on the uptake of p-32. The data are 

presented in the form of ratios, comparing the

leaf activity measurements associated with various 
placements of p-32 with the activity obtained by 
surface placement of p-32 at a distance of <*Oem 
from the pseudostem. The actual counts obtained

from the Individual leaf samples are whown In 

table 3 of the appendix. An analysis of variance 

showed a highly significant Interaction between 

the treatments (table U of the appendix) but 

there were no significant differences between the 

replloates. The range of the coefficient of vari-



EXPff8Ii*EKT DURING THE* HRY SEASON 

TABLE 5
Relative radioactivity of leaf sanples collected 
during the dry season (expressed as a ratio of

• 66 -

the activity at the soil surfaoe at the **0om

distance) •
Time DEPTH DISTANCES (on)

(days) (on) **o 80 120 160

0 1.00 0.7? 0.03 0.10

15 0.13 0.12 o.ou 0.26

10 30 0.0** 0.05 0.25 0.11

60 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.003

0 1.00 0.67 0.01 0.09

15 0.37 0.2* 0.16 0,**6

20 30 0.13’ 0.09 0.73 0.17
60 0.11 0.06 O.OU 0.01

0 1.00 0.90 O.oh 0.16

15 0.6* 0.51 n.io o.6o
30 30 0.27 0.1* 0.*»1

60 0.1* 0.0? 0.O*|. 0.05

.0 1.00 0. 5b 0.06 0.1**
15 0.51 0.7 ** 0.2** 0.88

**o 30 0.21 0.39 1.12 0.**7

60 0.25 0.26 0.0*f 0.005



action was between 20 an* Uo per cent, fhe data *or 

each sampling date shows a similar rattam of P-32 

uptake. Near the pseudostem (hO and 80cm distances), 
the highest uptake of P-32 was reoorded at the 

soil surface while further away from the pseudostem, 

highest uptake of P-32 was obtained from deeper 

placements of P-32 into the soil. At the first two 

sampling dates, the highest uptake of P-32 for e^eh 

set of data was recorded at the soil furfaee ne^r 
the pseudostem (IfOcm distance), but at the lost two 
sampling dates, the highest uptake of P-32 for each 

set of data was reoorded deeper Into the soil at a 

depth of 30«m at the 120cm distance.

Table 6 presents the relative changes which took 

place in the P-32 uptake from various placements 

over the experimental period. The data are 

presented in the form of ratios comparing the 

leaf activity measurements made at each successive 

sampling dates with ths measurement at the first 

sampling date. Increases in the radioactivity of
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EXPERIMENT PURIN3 TffT PRY SEASON 

TABIE 6

Relative radioactivity of leaf aanoles collected 

durin* the dry season (expressed as a ratio of

the activity at the first

DEPTH TIME
(on) (days) 40

sampling date).

n u r  fon) 
80 120 160

10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 1.16 1.09 0.60 1.05

3 30 1.23 1.69 1.67 1.95

40 1.20 0.91 2.34 1.64

10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 3*1* 2.64 3.97 2.05

15 30 6.16 6.03 6.15 3.27

4o 4.46 7.23 6.28 4.0<

10

cc•eH 1.00 1.00

cc•

20 3.59 2.24 3.4t 1.72

30 30 7.69 4.68 7.00 4.38

40 6.49 8.49 5.42 4.93

10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 2.21 6.79 2.05 5.17
60 30 3.69 2.89 2.26 17.17

40 4.98 27.05 1.95 1.67
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samples with tine are expected due to the aceuwu- 

letlon of the soil applied p-32 Into the above 

ground parte of the plant especially the leases 

but l«r<?e Increases In activity over a period of 

time are assumed to be associated with the activity 

of the roots In the placement rone. Table 6 

shows that the activity of leaf samples taken 

from plants where P-32 was applied deep Into the 

soil increased much more with time than did the 

activity of leaf samples from plants where P-32 

wae applied at the soil surface. These 

observations are probably d"e to the soil prof1*a 

drvlng out downwards with time. At the 60cm depth, 

the increase in activity of leaf samples with tims 

was rather erratic especially further away from 

the plant. This was probably due to the low 

uptake of P-32 at this depth throughout the 

experiment.

It is unlikely that the larye Increase in 

the uptake of P-32 with time was due to roots 

growing down the placement holes (root channel"'Inst)«
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Jones (1969) using P-37 to study the root-system 

of malre plants at Namulonge, T?g«n*», found that 

his results showed a high d e v r e  of v a M m M l l t y  

and he attributed this to root channelling. In 

this experiment, holes of 2. 5om diameter were 

used and after the application of P-32, the holes 

were filled with dry soli. There were no 

significant differences between the replicates.

If root channelling had occurred In this experiment, 

the variation of p-32 uptake with time (table 6) 

would have been expectedt to be more erratic.

Huxley et al (1970) using p-32 to ntudy the root 

system df coffee on the Kenya Kikuyu red loams. 

Inserted plastic tubes in the holes (2.5ctn 

diameter) made In the soil. These were used for 

four consecutive seasons and at the end of thee

fourth season excavations did not raveal anv 

root channelling. Root channelling would have 

been expected to occur more easily In the heavy 

Kikuyu red loans (70-B0^ Halloyslte-Kaollmlte 

ciay fraction) than in the soils of this experiment
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(40-50$ clay fraction). Hoot e*nin«n InV o>>serTrnd 

by Jones (1969) at Namulonge could have been flue 

to the disturbance of the soil as a result of 

the relatively large holes (7.5om diameter) used.

At the 40om distance, highest uptake of p-32 

was recorded at the soil surface although the

uptake of p-32 from deeper applications at this 
distance increased significantly with time.

The treatments at this distance (4now) we**e within 

the area shaded by the leaves o** the banana 
plants in the mat. The soil under this shads* 
area, therefore, would take a eonsldarabiT 

longer period to drv out than the soil which was 

not shaded 8t all. This would explain why, at 

this distance, the highest uptake of p-32 was 

recorded at the soil surfaoe. With time, the 

uptake of of p-32 at the soil surface, at this 

distance, Irotsld have been expected to decrease 

but It remained almost constant. This might be 

due to the precipitation during the experiment.
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The precipitation rolorht not have heen much hut 

the funnelling effect of the leave* of the plants 

would concentrate It In the area Immediately 

around the mat so that this area did not dry out 

completely.

At the 80om distance, at the first three 

sampling dates, highest uptake of p-32 tfasrecorded 

at the soil surface. But, the uptake of p-32 

fro* the deeper applications of p-32 at this 

dlstanoe Increased rapidly with time so that at 

the date of the fourth sampling the uptake of p-32 

at the 15«» depth was higher than that at the soli 

surfaoe. The treatments at this dlstanoe (*0em) 

were roughly at the edge of the area shaded >>y 

the leaves of the plants In the mat so that the 

soil at this dlstanoe would dry out slowly due 

to the partial shading of the leaves though more 

rapidly than the soil at the ^Oem dlstanoe which 

was completely shaded.

At the 120om distance, the highest p-32 uptake 

was recorded at the 30cm depth throughout the 

experiment and the uptake in the surface layers
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of the soli (0, 15cm depth) at thla distance, was 

very low. The uptake of p-32 at the 30om depth at 

this distance lnoreased rapidly with time and by 

the third sampling It was greater than the uptake 

of p-32 at the eoll surface near the plant. This 

area Is not shaded by the leaves of the plants 
so that the soli In the surface layers would dry 

out much more rapidly than that at the 40 and 

80cm distances. The low uptake of p-32 In the 

surface layers could be due to laok of moisture 
hence shifting root activity downwards where there 

Is more moisture.

At the l60c» distance, there was an Increase 
In the uptake of p-32 from the surface 1avers of 
the soil oompared to that at the 120om distance 

and the highest uptake of p-32 et thla Matanoe 
was recorded at the 15cm depth. Although the 
original spacing of the plants In the manorial 
trial plantation was 2l4x2H*om, the banana mats 
grudually spread out and by the time this experi

ment was oonduoted the spacing between the adja
cent mats was considerably less than 21<tom.



Hence wont of the treatment* at this distance 

(l60om), were very near the neighbouring mats 

(four of them). The treatment*, therefore, were 

within the area shaded by the leaves of the plants 

In the neighbouring mats. This would explain the 

Increase In uptake of P-32 In the surface layers 

of the soli at thl* distance.

The uptake of P-32 at the 60om depth was 
very low at all distances throughout the oxcart- 

meat. On the root system of the batianas, Slmmond* 

(1966) reported thaf- the majority of the roots 

were normally found In the ton t^ew o* the soil 

profile. Awuor-Okulo and Pariah (1069) using the 

jet-wash method, found that the lateral roots which 

made up the majority of the roots from the oorm 

of the Nakyetengu oultlvar, were mainly In the 

top 50em of the soli. This probably explains the 

low uptake of P-32 at the 60om depth. Another 
contributing factor oould be the fixation of the

applied phosphorus, at this depth. Into other 
forms unavailable to the plants (Jones 1963)



although a high doaaga of phosphorus was doll- 

berately applied at each injection point to try 
and mask the phosphorus variation down the soil 

profile.

In the original siting of the experiment 
(table 2), treatments in two of fcha three rap- 
Ileatee were in plots which had been wplebad »t

the establishment of the wanurlal «Tr>erimept 
and two replicates were In plots wbare farm 

yard manure (dung) had been applied at the pla

nting time. The farm yard manure was applied 
only one# at the planting time and it waa plaeed 
only in tha planting holes. It was unlikely that 
the farm yard manure would have any effeot on the 

phoaphorue uptake when thia experiment was condu

cted (two wears after planting), «y the time t M *  
experiment was conducted, mulch1 bad not b**p s m 

iled for a period of appro-rlwatelv o mopths so tbst 

the soil in most or the plots in the mulch** blocks 
were as b*y* ** those which b*s pot b**p *nOah«*

■ t ell, ^hie wovl* explain why th*y* wer» p o 

significant differences between the replicates.



(d) BXP*RIMirT THTRÎ g TH3 VRT 3**30*

( I )  M ethod

The design of this experiment w*»s exactly 

the seme as that of the previous experiment during 
the dry season, waw mats (4fl) were selected within 
the sane 17, plots used in the evu»ni»nnnt.
Particular attention was *v*»ln u*td to the a<*e of 
the plant (7-9 months), girth, and height measure
ments. The p-32 was applied on 6 May 1971. leaf 

samples were taken from the third fully opened 
leaf at 10, 20, 30 end 40 days after the date 
of p-32 applleatlon. leaf samples were also taken 
from six untreatad plants for assessing the 
contribution of the soil natural radioactivity•

All oounta were adjusted to the date of p-32 

applloatlon.

(II) Reeulta and Discussion
The experiment was conducted a **nnth afhsr 

an exceptional!v Ion* drv season. Tn the «ion*h
Immediately preceding the experimental period  

(April 1971) there was a high amount of precipi

tation (147mm, table 9 of the appendix). During 

the 40 days of the experiment there were 17<S.3mm
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of rain with 20 rain days. This gives an average

#•*>
figure of 4.4nm! of rain per day over the experimental 

period. The average figure for the daily potential 

evaporation (Penman Ko) over thla experimental 

period was 3.51mm. Henee on the average there 

was a dally water siirplus during the experimental 

period. The ealoulated available moisture In the 

part of the soli profile considered (0 to 60om) 

depth) th^pughtvdthe 40 days of the experiment Is 

shown In figure 3. The figure shows that at the 

beginning of this experiment there were 60mm of 

available soil moisture In the effective zone of 

the soil profile (down to 60cm) This was double 

the amount of available moisture at the beginning 

of the previous experiment. Figure 2 shows the 

distribution of rain-fall (10 day totals) 

over the two experimental periods while the actual 

dally rainfall is shown In table 9 of the appendix.

Table 7 shows the epatlal effect of t>-32 

placement on the uptake of p-32 at each sampling 

date. The data are presented In ratios as In the 

previous experiment. The actual counts obtained 

from the Individual leaf samples are shown in
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•rw* 7

Relative radloaotlvlty of leaf eewrclen collected 
during the wet season (exrreased aa a ratio of 

the eotlvlty at the soil surface at the *0on

distance)•

TIME

fdnvs)

DEPTH

(ow) *0

0 1.00
15 0.22

10 30 0.66
60 0.02

0 1.00
15 0.«?8

20 3« 0 .6 5

60 0.06

0 1.00
15 0.69

30 30 0.88
60 0.12

0 1.00
15 0.81

* o 30 0.86
60 0.22

DISTANCE (om)

80 120 l60

0.29 0.26 0.3«
o.to o.25 0.17
0.21 0.16 0.02
0.01 0.01 o.oofc

0.32 O.UO 0.60

0.20 0.6o 0.31
0.*7 0.21 0.06

0.02 0.01 0.009

0.3* 0.31 0.67
0.33 0.99 0.33
0.57 0.29 0.10

0.03 0.02 0.02

0.31 0.39 0.68
0.36 0.90 0.30
0.56 0.2t* 0.12
0.02 0.03 0.02
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table <5 of the appendix. The actual ©cunts showed 

a bl«r Increase over those recorded In the previous 

experiment. The coefficient or variation In this 

experiment was low (13.9 to 22.1 per oent, table 

I* of the appendix). T M *  was m«inlv to tha 
high lava! or P-32 uptake In t M «  ayr-rlmeot.
The large Increase In tha total uptake of P-32 
wa8 undoubtedly due to the Improved soil moisture 
condition. Slmronds (1966) reported th-̂ t the 

lateral roots hearing root hairs (feeding roote) 

are bellexed to be responsible for the nutrient 
and water uptake by the banana plant. It la 
possible that during a long drv season (Ilka

f
the one which preceded this experiment) the 

"feeding roots" die off, especially tho«»e In the 

surface layers of the soil, due to innv or moisture 

and that when there la an ample supply or moisture 

In the soil new "feeding roots" develop. In this 

experiment there was an ample supply of soil 
moisture, therefore, new "feeding roots" would

develop especially In the top fertile layers 
of the soil.



In this experiment, highest uoteke of P-12 

at three different distance* (V>, 120 *nd l*0nm) 

was reooHe) within the ton Horn n* the s o n  nro- 
flle (t»Me 7 K  At the *0em- distance, the Mmhest

uptake of P-32 wes recorded at the 10c»" denth.
This could be due to the development of new 
roots fro* the cor* of the plant pa«"in* through 
this region. This could also exulaln the high 

uptake of P-32 at the 40om distance fro* the 

soil surface down to the 30o* depth. The P-32 

uptake In the top levers of the noli (0 to 15om 

depth) was high ne*r the plant (UOcr distance), 
decreased at the 80cm distance and then Increased 

at the 120 an1* l^Oow distance (t a M *  ? »nd n^ate
II). Awuor-r>kulo (19*0) *ound that the srea or 
highest *r*ot nonoetretlor o* thl« -'articular 
banana eultlver, was within SOcm *!etenn« 
from the plant and within the top 50nm of the 
soli. This would explain the hlarh uptake of 

P-32 at the UOem distance. Summerville (1939) 
noted that the "feeding roots" on ths main roots 
of the banana plants occurred mainly In the distal

portions of the naln roots. This would exnlaln the 

observation above that P-32 uptake in the



aurfaoe Invars of the soil Increased farther

away from tha plant (*t the 120 and 1^0nW distances). 
At the 60cm depth, there was a considerable lnorenae 
In the uptake of P-32 at the *K)om dlatanoe hut 

further away from the plant (30, 120 and l60o«), 
the uptake of P-32 waa relatively low and eowperehle 
to the uptake during the drv season (table rt of 
the appendix and plate II). The Increase in 
uptake of P-32 near the plant (kOom distance) at 
this depth, could have been due to the development 
of new roots extending downwards from tha base of 

the eorm and p*«*ln<r thr^uah thin re<rinn.

Table 3 oresents tha relative n**«<re# that 

took place In the P-32 uptake fro* vanioue place

ments over the experinental period. The data are 

presented In ratios as In the previous experiment. 

Large Increases In activity over a period of time 

are again assumed to be assoolated with the 
aotlvlty of the roots In th# placement zona. Vary 
large Increases In activity with time ware obtained

■* 1
at the *ooW depth. This **fl *rAin due to the 1 ^



TABTB 8
Belattve r«<Jlosettvltv of T«*f eawnlea •elleeta* 

durlns; the wet season (expressed •« * of>
the activity at the first sawplln* *“te).

-  82 -

DIPT* TIME DISTANCE (o»)

/ ftjn \ ___(day 9)_ 40 80 120 160\ will j
10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 1.38 1.56 2.58 2.50

0 30 1.90 2.23 2.29 3.34

40 2.17 2.36 3.25 3.84

10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 3.52 8.6« •>.44

15 30 5.77 6.31 7.28 9.60

40 7.76 7.96 7.<t 8.79

10 1.00 t.oo 1.00 cc.

20 1.39 2.98 1.79 3.47

30 30 2.59 4.99 ♦ 3.52 7.25
40 2.87 5.57 3.34 9.65

10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 3.72 1.82 1.55 3.06

60 30 9.29 3.81 3.63 11.12
40 19.94 3.44 6.10 13.65



uptake Of P-3? «t tuts depth. Tn this e^ne~1**ent 
there were lsrare Increases In eh
the soil surface whereas In the orevione emerl- 
meot there was very little 1norease In activity 
at the eoll surfaoe with time (table 6 )• The 
little lnorease In aotlvlty at the eoll surface 
In the prerloue experiment wae explained by the

soil profile drying out. In thle experiment
there wan an ample supply of «oli moisture throughout
the period of the e m e r g e n t  an* the large

in activity with time oou he *e«r erolmined W
the p ro life ra t io n  o f the newlv developed "r*edi*.r

roots" In the placement tones.

A summary of the results of the two experi

ments Is shown In plate TT. This tOehe wee h,**d 
on tables 5 and A of the eprendlT. the date In 
these tables were obtained by total!1"" un the

counts per minute per gram of dry leaf for eaoh 

of the four sampling dates for eaoh treatment 

and then calculating the mean of eaoh total.

This was based on the fact that for eaoh experiment, 

the data for each sampling date reflected a
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PLATE II
Effect of location of P-32 placement in the 
Soil on radioactivity of banana leaf 
samples.
A Summary of results for both the dry and 
wet seasons.
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similar pattern of P-32 uptake, Tha plate- Is meant 

to reflect an average view of what wan harrenln* 
throughout the two experiment*. The plot* » h w «  

that during the dry season, ne»r the plant (4n 
and 80em distances) the uptake of* P-32 was wslniv 
near the soil surface whereas further away from 

the plant (120 and l60om distances) high uptake 

of P-32 was obtained from deeper placements of

P-32 in the soil. In the wet season there were
*

large Increases In the uptake of P-32 over that 

aeasured In the experiment during the dry season. 
The plate shows that these Increases were mainly 
In the top 15oJ* of the soil. This Increase In 

uptake has been explained a'Hore to he due to the 

proliferation of the newly developed »f*sd1ng 

roots'* ns a result of the Improved soil moisture 
condition. The piste further shows that thers 
was an lncresss In uptake of P-32 In the wet 

season over that ttassured In the dry season, at 

the 40 end 80cm distances at the 30om depth and 

only at the 40cm distance at the 60onr depth.

Both of these Increases were near the plant whloh
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Indicate** that roots nlnrht have deve1oT>e*,'*rom 

tha base of the eorm of the plant extendIn* 

downwards through this region. The uptake 

of p-32 at the 60mr depth In both experiments 

was low. This could be due to the few roots at 

this depth or due to the phosphate fixation 

as explained above.



SUMMARY AND r^VCmsION 

The extent of the active root rone of 

Makyetenvu. a loe*»l oultlvar belonging to the 

oooklnv tyre of bsnenae, wee determined using 
radloootlve rHosuhorus (P-^*), *rhe «tudv wee 

conducted on e cl«yev, highly weathered *»nd 
le»ehed well drained ferrellltlo nail tvoloel 

of the major banana growing region around Take 

Vlotorla In Uganda. The study consisted of two 
experiments. The first experiment was conducted 

during a typloal dry season while the second 
experiment waa oonduoted In a typical wet season.

The P-32 was Injected Into the soil at four 

different depths (0,15,30 *nd ^Oem below the 

noil surface)and at four different distances 
(40, ftO, 120 and t^Oem from the nseudostew of 
the plant). The banana nlants used war™ In the 
late vegetative chase (7-0 months old), "nie 

radioactivity of the leaf samnles *rom the 

third fully opened leaf of each treated ulant 

was used to assess the amount of P-32 taken up
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by the treated plants from the different 'treat
ment zones over a period of kO days. The P-32 

uptake was assumed to be associated with the 

activity of the roots In the plaoement zone.

The uptake of P-32 from different depths In 
the soil at different distances over the two 
seasons was related to soil moisture avai^oMl 1 tv. 
In the dry season, Marhast P-32 uotake was

recorded at the soil surface oe»r t**e riant 
dlstanoe) but further sway from the riant, M<rhe«t 
uptake of P-32 was obtained from *aarer rlaoemarts 
of P-32 Into the soil. In the wet seaeou, ™ost of 
the P-32 uptake was In the top layers of the soil

espeolally further away from the pseudostem of 
ths plant. The uptake of P-32 In the wet season

was much higher than that In the dry season. In 
both experiments there was little uptake of P-32 
fro* the 50c?h depth at all distances.

The customary rreetioe of rlaolne fertilisers 

in an established banana r!antatl«n lr

e
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has been to spread the fertilizer immediately 

under each plant (Piwlovton to^U). with an 
original spacing of banana plants of 21U * 2lUew,

f

"feeding roots", especially in the wet season, 
seen to extend throughout the established field.

It would be advisable, therefore, to ap^ly the 

fertilizers uniformly over the entire established 

field. Deeper placement of fertilizers would only 

be benefitial in the dry season, but the uptake of 

nutrients in the dry season is low and deep 

placement of fertilizer# would Involve considerably 

hiarher costs of labour. Wence tt would be more 

economical to apply the tertilleers at the «uyface 
of the soil. The deeper levers of the soil would 

gradually be supplied with the fertilizers applied 
at the soil surface through leaching.
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Plot diagram oi tne munurial 
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Table showing how counts per minute (epm) per fcm of dry 

leaf were calculated, corrected for K-^0 and adjusted 

to the date of P-32 application.

Sample weight Weight GVim/mr. cpm/flOT opm/cow counts ad ju-

number of ash of ash of ash of dry of dry sted to the

per t?m leaf leaf date of P-32

of dry correc- application.

leaf ted for

K-^0

1. 1.017 0.1017 3713 378 361 2066

2. 0.0968 0.0968 351 y* 17 97

O



PBSIIFINABT EXPERIMENT 
A n a l y s i s  o f  v a r i a n c e .

-  1 0 8  -

T A B IE  2

SOURCE DF SS MS F

Total 35 4.044.048.31 mt

Replicates 3 694,396.69 231,466.23 4.61*

Treatment# 8 2,1^ 3,320.06 267.915.01 5.33**

A (time) 2 1.878.902.73 939,^51.37 18.69***

B (leaf) 2 128,194.89 6k,097.45 1.28*3

AxB 4 136,222. 34,055.61 0.68*3

ERROR 24 1.206,329.56 50,263.73

* »  S l i ^ n l f l c a n t a t  t h e S i  c o n f l u e n c e l e v e l

• * x M a t  t h e 1 i N •

K * a t  t h e

VH
•O « ft

NS *  Not s i g n i f i c a n t .
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TABIE 3
Measured radioactivity of leaf samples during the dry 

season expressed as counts rer minute per p  of iry leaf 

(means of three reulicates) corrected for K-40 and adjusted 

to the date of P-32 application.

TIME DEPTH DISTANCE (cm) DEPTH
(days) (cm) 40 8.0 120 160 KEANS

0 1590 1149 55 169 741a
15 219 201 75 417 228c

ofOoH

70 30 398 185 183c
60 99 19 43 6 42b

Distance Keans 494a 362c 145c ~ r m r -

0 1843 1247 33 178 826a
15 693 530 298 856 594c

20 30 251 179 1356 318 526c
60 219 129 88 31 116b

Distance Means 753a 521b 444bc 346c 516*

0 1958 1943 92 332 108la
15 1344 1011 386 1365 1027a

Va
> o Vj
J o 538 366 2787 810 1153«

60 365 55 . 97 .... 103 155b
Distance Keans aCMV'*

Ort 844a 840a 652b 847*

0 1913 1045 129 278 84lc
15 977 1454 471 1688 1147a

4o 30 454 762 2156 912 900c
6o 494 j i j 84 10 276b

Distance KeansZ S 5 H W a h T T oF ~ “ 722TT -----------

Means followed by the same letter are not sii^nificantly

different at the 5^ confidence level.

* * General Mean.
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Experiment during dry season
Analysis of variance

Source W S3 MS _____________Total W VReplicates 2 19,936.3 9.713.1 0.6v§
Treatments 15 8.817.615.3 5*7.91*1.0 40.0'**
Depth(A) 3 3.357.377.2 1,119,292.1* 76.2***Distance (B) 3 931.973.7 310,657.9 21.1
AxB 9 9,527.769.3 503.031*.9 34.2
Error 30 490.229.2 11*.671*. 3
Coefficient of variation =90.6^

20 flays
Total ^ r 14.315.161.4 • —

Rep]lcates 2 127,279.6 69,637.3 2. INS
Treatments 15 13.305,992.1 337,032.8 30.1
Depth (A) 3 3.195.372,7 1.098,629.2 35.6
Dlstance(B) 3 1.083.372.0 361,290.6 12.2AxB 9 9,075.797.3 1,008,916.3 39.2
Error 30 882,339.6 29.911.1
Coefficient Variation ■ 33.2%

30 D « y » _________
Total 9? 32,586*259.9 - -
Replicates 2 331.296.2 165.623.1 2.5NS
Treatments 15 30.279.355.6 2,018,623.7 30.6
Depth (A) 3 7.720,096.0 2.573.365.3 39.0
Dlstanoe(B) 3 956,355.2 318,951.7 9.8
AXB 9 21,602,909.3 2,900,267.1 36.lt
Error 30 1.975.653.0 65.955.1
Coefficient of variation « 30.3^

90 Days
Total 97 23.219,07^.6 _ _

Replicates 2 77.630.6 39,940.3 0.7MS
Treatments 15 21,599,960.6 1.936,630.7 27.0
Depth (A) 3 9,932,699.1 1,627,566.3 30.6
Distance (B) 3 979,953.8 159,989.6 3.0"AxB 9 16,196,807.6 1.798,539.1 33.9
Error 30 1.591.935.3 53.064.5
Coefficient of variation =* 29.1<

NS * Not Significant
* * Significant at the 5^ confidence level** = " * • 1^ ■ « 
*** * w e n  0>1<£ m m
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TAPTE 5

ExperliperrE' during the dry season • **'
Means of the totals for each treatment for the four 

sampling dates expressed ae counts per minute per gm of 

dry leaf,

DEPTH DISTANCES (cm)

(cm) 40 80 120 160
0 1827 1346 77 239
15 808 709 308 1082
30 328 175 1674 556
60 294 179 78 38
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TftPIE 6

Measured radioactivity of leaf samples during the 

wet season expressed as oounts per minute per gm

or dry leaf (means of three replicates) corrected
for IC- 6 0 and adjusted to the date of p- 3 2 application.

TIME DEPTH DISTANCE (cm) DEPTH(days) ___(°m> 1*0 80 12 0 16 0 MEANSnr “1*169 1512 ~rm— T572—“7019a15 951 1*20 10 8 3 731 798b
10 30 2713 916 6 7 3 113 110l*c

6o 103 68 1*9 17 6ldMeans ~Wtr-- 6^*b 756b nfsr —nr l%7 1889 5830 1397 "n«i6a15 3348 1197 3990 1 7 8 5 2 5 8 7b20 30 3753 2727 1208 392 2022c
6o 221* 76 52 159dMeans - -3318a li*83c 2 0 2 6b 1557c 50960 7927 2701 “2515--- W — '*62 5a15 51*88 2551 7886 2 6 2 9 l*661*a30 30 7039 1*575 2 3 6 7 819 370 0b
60 __ 957 259 178 189 396cMeans W6 3236b ??l*'8c —0 9033 2852 3572 611*6 51*0 la

i. ̂ 15 7383 3339 8132 2719 5393a1*0 30 7785 5102 221*5 1091 l*056b
60 2052* 234 290 232 70 5eMeans 5 5&4s “m>b— 55670 "'"3986—

Means followed by the same letter are nfct signlflcantly

different at the 5* confidence level.

General mean.
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TABTE 7

Experiment diirlrn̂  <:h8 yat season 
Analysis of variance 

_____ lO OAY3 _____________
88 US F

ToiSIReplicates — w ~2
55,454,483.$ 

94, 5 0 7 .1 42,2 63.5 1.9WS
Treatments 15 54.733.249.9 3,543.333.3 171.9 **
Depth (A) 3 23.667,713.9 7,339,239.6 3 7 1 . 7  ‘;247.4 ;Distance (B) 3 15,755.139.0 5.251,713.6
AxB 9 15,310.301.9 1,701,154.6 30.1
Error 30 6 3 6.7 2 6.ft 21,224.2
Coefficient of variation =l4.64< 
.. ... '— ------------- ? T W s
Total 47 143,630,153.0 — mm

Replicates 2 423.019.5 211,509.7 0.9
Treatments 15 136,309,761.3 9.120,650.7 42.4
Depth (A) 3 75,693,641.5 25.’32.330,5 117.4
Dlstanoe (B) 3 2 5,9 6 9.7 0 9 .3 3.656 . 569.9 <*0.2
AxB 9 35.141.410.0 3.904.601,1 18.1
Error 30 6,447,377.2 214,912.5
Coefficient of variation » 22.1%

30 DAYS
337.199,332.5 • » -

Replicates 2 334.952.0 167,476.0 0.7NS
Treatments 1 5 3 3 0.2 0 7.1 9 7 . 1 22,013.813.1 99.2-
Depth (A) 3 146,403.034.2 48,801.011.4 2 1 9 . 9  ;;
Distance (B) 3 70,608.775.2 23.536.258.4 106.0 w
AxB 9 113.195.337.7 12,577.265.3 56.6
Error 30 6.657.233.4 221,907.7
Coefficient of variation =14.08<C

4o oays
TSSTT-------- -TPT"413,366,33*.7 - _

Replicates 2 334,332.9 17*.166.4 0.5"<*
Treatments 15 404,374.511.0 26,953,300.7 93.5Depth (A) 3 176,592,266.7 53,864,088.9 204.7
Distance (B) 3 120,916,^80.4 40,305.626,8 139.9
AxB 9 106,865.363.9 11.373.929,3 41.1 *
Error 30 8,647,488.8 288,249.6
Coefficient of. variation g>1 3 .8ig
NS = Not significant

« Significant at the 0.1< confidence level.
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TABI8 8

Experiment during the vet season 
Weens of totals for each treatment for the four samptlnir
dates expressed as counts per minute per rm of dry leaf

DEPTH DISTANCE (cm)
(cm) 40 80 120 160
0 6?19 2164 2402 4275
15 4300 1902 5273 1966

30 5325 3329 1623 604
60 8?4« > 171 151 123
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TABLB 9

Ralnfall(rnn) during
Oct. NOV. DRC. JAN. *EB. BAR. T C WAT JURIS

1. 2.9 • • mm • 0.1 9.0 0.3 •
2. 0.4 mm • 9*5 • 1.6 0.5 0.9 mm

3 1.2 mm • • 0.6 • 0.7 • 2.0
4. - 5.9 • • • • - mm 32.1
5. • 26.4 2.4 • A - 6.5 0.4 0.2
6. - 7.9 m • m • • 2.7 1.7
?• - mm m • mm 0.2 0.1
8. - 3.0 • • m • mm 13.0 •
9.18.0 8.9 • • 0.2 • mm 12.6 mm

10. 3.6 mm • • 1.7 0.7 1.3 •
11. - mm m m • m m 9.8
12.1 - 3.2 m • • mm 2.3 • 0.1
13.25.4 •

u
mm • 16.8 10.3 2.4 mm

l4. 2.7 0.3 11.7 mm - 3 . 5 10.9 1.4
15. - mm mm mm «• • 2.2 mm mm

16.19.5 3.9 0.5 34.3 • • 8.3 0.7 mm

17. - 0.2 3.6 • 14.6 52.5 3.4 52.2
18.15.9 - m 16.1 mm 0.6 9.0 •
19.10.2 • m • • 1.3 • 15.6 •
20. 1.0 mm - - 30.8 8.6 3.7 mm

21. - m • 0.2 19.1 mm 1.9 40.9 m

22. 0.3 - - 4.9 1.5 2.2 13.0 1.8 0.2
23. - • • mm - • «. 1.3 4.1
24. - 23.4 1.0 • 0.2 8.1 • 0.4
u  -

0.4 - • 0.1 - 1.1 4.4 ..
26. - 1.5 • 0.1 - 3.0 18.2 mm 0.1
27. 0.4
28. 6.1

0.5
0.2

-
mm

- m 7.5 0.6 0.6
29. 1.4
30. -
31. 0.9

-
0.5

13.5 mm -
4.1
0.6

-2.2

6.8

--^

mm

-  2.3

«»
t?.7

•I
i

*

*
*»< .4s5>J-

\


